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[1] The fall of 2006 was the warmest on record in Europe.
So far the origins of this seasonal extreme anomaly have not
been elucidated, but understanding them is crucial since
climate change may increase the frequency and amplitude
of such extreme seasons. From a statistical analysis and
regional modeling experiments we estimate the
contributions of regional atmospheric circulation and sea-
surface temperatures (SST) on the continental surface
temperatures of this event. Both the regression and the
dynamical model attribute about 50% of the land
temperature anomaly to the atmospheric flow conditions,
30% to the SST warm anomaly, while the missing 20%
remain unexplained. Assuming such decomposition, the
contribution of trend components would explain about 20 to
40% of the anomaly, a proportion that should increase in the
future. Citation: Cattiaux, J., R. Vautard, and P. Yiou (2009),

Origins of the extremely warm European fall of 2006, Geophys.

Res. Lett., 36, L06713, doi:10.1029/2009GL037339.

1. Introduction

[2] The European fall and winter climate variability is
mostly governed by the North-Atlantic turbulent atmospheric
dynamics [Blackmon et al., 1977]. The mid latitudes west-
erly jet stream develops strong baroclinic instabilities bring-
ing successively polar and tropical air masses over the
European continent [Charney, 1947; Wallace et al., 1996].
Understanding how this variability is modified by the
changes due to anthropogenic activity is a key issue to
predict the evolution of European climate in the future
decades. Based on an analysis of flow analogues, Yiou et
al. [2007] showed that the European fall and winter tem-
perature increase observed since the 1990s has become
incompatible with circulation changes only. This inconsis-
tency climaxed in the fall/winter 2006/2007 during which
temperatures were significantly warmer than they would
have been in the past under analogue atmospheric flow
conditions [Yiou et al., 2007], enhanced by factors which
have not been identified so far. The fall 2006 is the warmest
fall on record [Beniston, 2007; van Oldenborgh, 2007], and
updated data from Xoplaki et al. [2005] even indicated that
it was very likely the warmest fall since at least 1500 in
Europe [Luterbacher et al., 2007]. Such an episode had
heavy impacts on the ecosystem phenology and terrestrial
carbon fluxes [Luterbacher et al., 2007; Piao et al., 2008].
[3] The aim of this paper is to quantify the contribution

of the atmospheric flow anomaly for this extreme event and
to determine the impact of the extremely warm Eastern

Atlantic sea-surface temperature (SST) anomaly on the
continental surface temperatures. In order to estimate these
responses we used a combination of statistical methods and
sensitivity experiments with a regional climate model.

2. Statistical Analysis of the European Fall
Anomaly of 2006

[4] As shown in several previous studies [Luterbacher et
al., 2007; van Oldenborgh, 2007; Yiou et al., 2007], the fall
of 2006 (September–October–November of 2006, hereafter
referred to as SON06) is the warmest fall ever recorded in
Europe. The 2-meter temperature (T2m) anomaly is shown
in Figure 1a from the re-analyses of the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), which provide daily
gridded data since 1948 [Kistler et al., 2001]. The NCEP
temperatures are strongly correlated (r > 0.97 over the
1948–2007 period) with actual observations from stations
of the European Climate Assessment and Data (ECA&D)
project [Klein-Tank et al., 2002], thus we used the NCEP
data for this study. Averaged over the land areas [5�W–
20�E; 40�–60�N], the SON06 T2m anomaly reached 2.6�C,
which corresponds to 3.5 standard deviations (s) of the
1948–2007 distribution. Although somewhat arbitrary, this
area covers the main anomaly as shown in Figure 1a.
[5] This warm anomaly is linked to an unprecedented

persistence of northward flow over Europe, bringing mild
air from tropical Atlantic and Sahara [Luterbacher et al.,
2007]. The SON06 anomaly of the 500 hPa meridional
wind (from NCEP) averaged over the area [10�W–10�E;
40�N–60�N] is 3.9 m/s (2.1s).
[6] In addition, the areas along north-western Africa,

western and northern Europe are affected by a strong warm
anomaly in SON06 (Figure 1c). Averaged over the ‘‘South-
ern’’ area [15�W–0�; 25�N–50�N], the SON06 SST (from
NCEP) is 1.5�C warmer than normal (3.3s) and the anom-
aly even reaches 1.8�C (3.6s) on the ‘‘Northern’’ area
[10�W–15�E; 50�N–65�N]. The ‘‘Northern’’ anomaly is
most probably a consequence of the European warm tem-
perature while the ‘‘Southern’’ anomaly may result from a
deficit in the coastal upwelling of cold sea waters which
usually occurs during fall in these regions (not shown). The
global European SST anomaly (averaged over the ‘‘North-
ern’’ and ‘‘Southern’’ regions) represents 1.6�C (3.6s).
[7] As shown in Figure 1d, T2m, 500 hPa meridional

wind and SST seasonal anomalies reach record values in
2006. We note that both land and sea temperatures anoma-
lies act in a warming context (about 0.3–0.4�C/decade since
the 1970s [see also Xoplaki et al., 2005]) while the
meridional wind does not present any trend.
[8] Figure 2a shows the linear regression of daily T2m

vs. meridional wind for SON 1948–2005 and SON06. The
regression lines are parallel, but the SON06 line is shifted
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toward warmer T2m, i.e., both southward and northward
flows are associated with higher temperatures than they
would do in earlier years, as found by Yiou et al. [2007].
[9] We now investigate whether this extra warmth could

be due to the Atlantic SST anomalies which remained high
during the preceding falls, as suggested in [Luterbacher et
al., 2007]. In order to quantify the links between surface air
temperature, meridional wind and SST, we compute linear
regressions between their time series (Figure 2b). The
correlation between actual land temperatures and those
regressed from meridional wind is r = 0.7 (p-value =
8.10�11), confirming that the European fall temperatures
strongly depend on the atmospheric flow. However the
actual 2.6�C SON06 anomaly is only half reconstructed
(1.3�C), since the meridional wind was not as extreme as
the temperature during this season. More generally the
regression does not reconstruct the observed warming trend
observed over the past 30 years.
[10] When adding the seasonal fall SST anomalies —

averaged over the both ‘‘Northern’’ and ‘‘Southern’’ oceanic
regions — as a multiple linear regression predictor
(Figure 2b), the correlation with the actual time series
increases to r = 0.8 (p-value = 8.10�15). The reconstructed
SON06 anomaly is now more realistic — from 1.3�C to
2.0�C, so that the contribution of the warm SST anomaly is
evaluated at 0.7�C —, as well as the warming trend over the
1978–2007 period.
[11] The multiple regression model does not explain all

anomalies such as the 1993 very cold peak. In order to fully

understand the physics of the SON06 anomaly modeling
experiments are necessary.

3. Modeling Experiments

[12] We use the Penn State University - National Center
for Atmospheric Research fifth generation mesoscale model
(MM5) [Dudhia, 1993; Grell et al., 1994], with the same set
of physical parameterizations and the same land-surface
model as Salameh et al. [2009]. The domain considered
covers the Eastern Atlantic – Western Europe area [40�W–
30�E; 20�–67�N] and is composed of 150 � 150 grid
points, with a horizontal resolution increasing with the
latitude (from �51 km at 20�N to �21 km at 67�N).
Simulations are initialized on August 31, 2006 at 18:00
UT, allowing 6 hours of spin-up time, and driven with
boundary conditions from the operational analyses from the
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast
(ECMWF) all along SON06. We performed some of the
sensitivity experiments by nudging the wind 3D field by the
ECMWF field, but in order not to influence thermodynam-
ical fields, no nudging is applied to temperature and
humidity 3D fields.
[13] A control simulation (referred to as CTL) is

performed with the SON06 actual SST conditions (taken
from NCEP 4 times daily re-analyses), and wind nudging.
A sensitivity simulation is computed using SSTs from the
4 times daily SON 1961–1990 climatology instead of the
actual SON06 ones, and still nudging the wind (hereafter
referred to as WNC, for ‘‘Wind Nudged – Climatological

Figure 1. (a) NCEP SON06 anomalies of T2m, (b) meridional wind at 500 hPa, (c) SST. Green (dark green) contours
correspond to 2s (3s) levels of the 1948–2007 distribution. (d) 1948–2007 SON time series of these variables averaged
over their respective areas, indicated by black rectangles in Figures 1a–1c. The SST time series is computed by averaging
over both ‘‘Northern’’ and ‘‘Southern’’ areas.
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SSTs’’). WNC and CTL therefore have very close atmo-
spheric circulation conditions. The temperature difference
between the two experiments gives the direct response to
the SON06 SST anomaly.
[14] We perform a second sensitivity simulation (here-

after referred to as the WFC simulation, for ‘‘Wind Free –
Climatological SSTs’’), with climatological SSTs, but no
wind nudging. The difference between WFC and CTL is
expected to give the combined effect of SON06 SST and
circulation anomalies, while the difference between WFC
and WNC gives the contribution of the atmospheric
circulation in standard SST conditions. Following this
methodology, the circulation contribution is probably
incompletely identified since all simulations are forced
at the boundaries by the same analyzed ECMWF flow.
The regional flow obtained here by relaxing the nudging
constraint is one possible realization, but may not be
representative of ‘‘average flows’’. This has to be kept in
mind in the following for all interpretations concerning
the flow effects.
[15] The model is first evaluated by comparing the CTL

simulation with averaged T2m from NCEP (Figure 3). As
shown in previous work the MM5 model is known to have a
homogeneous cold bias of about �0.5 to �1�C over Europe

[Giorgi et al., 2004; Kotlarski et al., 2005]. In order to
estimate the spatial skill of the model, we compute a
bootstrap test on the number of grid points used to average
regionally, giving a 95% confidence interval (indicated
between brackets) for each regional mean [von Storch and
Zwiers, 2001]. Thus we find a bias of �1.2�C (�1.0/
�1.3�C) relative to the NCEP daily averages interpolated
on the MM5 grid over the [5�W–20�E; 40–60�N] conti-
nental area (Figure 3a), which is stronger in coastal areas
(Atlantic and Mediterranean – Figure 3b). The model also
has a warm bias over Northern Africa. However the SON06
variability is well represented by our model, since the
correlation between the CTL and NCEP time series is about
r = 0.9 over the whole domain (Figure 3c).
[16] By subtracting WNC from CTL we find that the

contribution of the SON06 SST anomaly (Figure 1c) to the
land surface temperature anomaly is temporally (Figure 3a)
and spatially (Figure 4b) homogeneous. Over the [5�W–
20�E; 40–60�N] land areas, the mean temperature differ-
ence is 0.8�C (±0.05�C), which is consistent with the 0.7�C
found with the statistical regression models.
[17] In order to better estimate the SST anomaly contri-

bution, we performed two more experiments. First, by
dividing the SST anomaly above and below 50�N, we
observed that the effects on continental temperatures are
additive: the Northern (Southern) SST anomaly leads to a
global warming of the Northern (Southern) continental
Europe (not shown). Thus, the ‘‘mean upwind’’ part of
the anomaly is not more influential than its ‘‘mean down-
wind’’ part, probably because instantaneous flows spread
the anomaly in an efficient manner. Then we evaluated the
contribution of the part of the SST anomaly linked to the
long-term warming trend by performing a simulation using
Wind Nudging and Current Climatological (WNCC) SSTs
(from the 1996–2005 mean). The responses to both trend
part (WNCC-WNC difference) and extra warmth (CTL-
WNCC difference) of the SON06 anomaly are similar:
0.4�C (±0.03�C).
[18] Without wind nudging (WFC), the meridional flow

at 500 hPa remains mostly northward (because of the
boundary conditions of SON06), but with a 2.8 m/s
weaker amplitude than the CTL wind over the [10�W–
10�E; 40�–60�N] region. The spatial structure of the
difference (Figure 4a) resembles the SON06 meridional
wind anomaly from NCEP (Figure 1b), even though the
pattern is slightly shifted north-eastward. The mean WFC
land surface temperature is cooler than the CTL one by
1.6�C (1.5/1.8�C) over the [5�W–2�E; 40–60�N] land
areas, with a spatial difference which is similar, albeit
weaker, to the SON06 NCEP anomaly (Figures 4c and
1a). The time variations of temperatures along the season
differ (Figure 3), due to the difference of instantaneous
atmospheric circulation.
[19] The meridional wind effect is isolated by subtracting

WFC to WNC, which induces a 2.8 m/s mean meridional
wind difference over the [10�W–10�E; 40�–60�N] region
and a 0.9�C (0.7/1.1�C) mean land surface temperature
difference over the [5�W–2�E; 40–60�N] land areas
(Figures 4a and 4d). Extrapolating to the actual SON06
meridional wind anomaly (3.9 m/s) with the same wind/
temperature ratio would lead to a 1.3�C (1.0/1.5�C)

Figure 2. (a) Correlation between daily regional anoma-
lies of T2m and meridional wind for all days of fall 1948–
2006. Days of 1948–2005 (2006) are shown in gray (red).
Linear regressions are added in respective colors.
(b) Reconstruction of the fall T2m anomaly (blue) from
the fall meridian wind anomaly only (purple) and from the
fall meridian wind anomaly + the fall SST anomaly (red)
over the 1948–2007 period. The 1978–2007 trends are
added in dashed lines.
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Figure 3. (a) Comparison between daily T2m of MM5-CTL (blue), MM5-WNC (red), MM5-WFC (purple) and NCEP
(black) over SON06 days, averaged over the land area (5�W–20�E; 40–60�N). 95% confidence intervals are added in
shaded areas. (b) Mean SON06 T2m difference between MM5-CTL and NCEP. (c) Correlation between SON06 daily time
series of MM5-CTL and NCEP, on each grid point of the NCEP grid.

Figure 4. Mean SON06 MM5 simulations differences of (a) meridional wind at 500hPa between CTL/WNC and WFC,
and T2m between (b) CTL and WNC, (c) CTL and WFC, (d) WNC and WFC.
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temperature difference, as predicted by the regression model
(Figure 2b).

4. Discussion

[20] Both statistical and dynamical methods attribute
about 50% (1.3�C over 2.6�C) of the SON06 T2m anomaly
to the atmospheric flow anomaly and about 30% (0.7/0.8�C
over 2.6�C) to the SST one.
[21] The additivity between the two responses is surpris-

ing because the two forcings are not independent. At least
part of the SST anomalies could be due to the circulation
anomaly itself: the increased eastward wind along North-
African coasts reduces the upwelling and the northward
flow across Europe increases SST in the North and Baltic
Seas. The statistical model implicitly takes these SST feed-
backs in the wind regression model while the dynamical
approach underestimates the full circulation response. The
atmospheric circulation anomaly also induces local feed-
backs like the strong increase of short-wave radiation in
Central-Eastern Europe (more than 20 W/m2 in some areas,
not shown), where more anticyclonic weather develops. Such
feedbacks may also induce nonlinear effects perturbing our
linear estimation of contributions. In order to draw more
general conclusions about linearity of responses the analysis
of other seasons is planned, but left for future studies.
[22] Other SST anomalies in other parts of the world, for

instance in the Pacific region, may have contributed to the
fall 2006 warm anomaly. However such remote origins are
supposed to be mostly contained in the circulation anoma-
lies since they are known to propagate to the extra-tropics
through Rossby wave trains [Cassou, 2008].
[23] Another important question is the attribution of the

man-induced contribution to this anomaly. While this ques-
tion can in principle only be tackled in terms of risks of
extremes [Stott et al., 2004], a rough estimate of this
contribution can be given under the simplistic assumption
that the man-induced contribution lies only in model-domain
(Eastern Atlantic) SST and boundary-conditions. The former
contribution is 0.4�C while the latter has not been formally
estimated but should be part of the unexplained 20% of the
T2m anomaly (0.5/0.6�C). Thus the man-induced contribu-
tion to the SON06 anomaly is estimated between 0.4�C and
1.0�C (20–40% of the anomaly). This proportion should
increase under enhanced radiative forcing as expected in the
21st century, suggesting that more and more warm events
could appear and develop during fall seasons in the future
[Beniston, 2007; Scherrer et al., 2007].

5. Conclusions

[24] We have used a statistical and a dynamical model to
analyze the fall 2006 temperature anomaly over Europe.
The anomalous atmospheric flow and SST have significant
contributions to temperature variations, which explain over-
all about 80% (2.0/2.1�C) of the 2.6�C temperature anomaly
of SON06. The atmospheric circulation influences the
spatial and temporal variability while the warm SSTs
globally shift the land temperatures towards higher values.
The remaining 20% of the anomaly (0.5/0.6�C) may be due
to other processes, nonlinearity, or to anomalous back-
ground temperatures and global flow configuration during

SON06 [Luterbacher et al., 2007; van Oldenborgh, 2007].
Since the warming trend of the Atlantic SSTs does not seem
to slow down, our results suggest that the probability of
such a warm event over Europe will increase in the future.
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